Let R be a 2-torsion free σ-prime ring. It is shown here that if U ⊂ Z(R) is a σ-Lie ideal of R and a, b in R such that aU b = σ(a)U b = 0, then either a = 0 or b = 0. This result is then applied to study the relationship between the structure of R and certain automorphisms on R. To end this paper, we describe additive maps d : R −→ R such that d(u 2 ) = 2ud(u) where u ∈ U, a nonzero σ-square closed Lie ideal of R.
Introduction
Recently, there has been much interest in investigating the structure of a ring having commuting or centralizing mapping on a subset S of this ring. In [10] Posner showed that if a prime ring has a nontrivial derivation which is centralizing on the entire ring, then the ring must be commutative. In [3] the same result is proved for a prime ring with a nontrivial centralizing automorphism. A number of authors have generalized these results by considering mappings which are only assumed to be centralizing on an appropriate ideal of the ring. In [4] Mayne showed that if R is a prime ring with a nontrivial centralizing automorphism on a nonzero ideal or (quadratic) Jordan ideal, then R is commutative. For a prime ring with characteristic not two, an improved version was given in [5] by showing that a nontrivial automorphism which is centralizing on a Lie ideal implies that the ideal is contained in the center of the ring. In [8] , we proved a corresponding result for σ-prime rings with σ-square closed Lie ideals, where σ is an involution. More precisely, for a σ-prime ring R with characteristic not 2 equipped with a nontrivial automorphism T centralizing on a σ-square closed Lie ideal U, it is proved that if T commutes with σ and there exists u 0 in Sa σ (R) with Ru 0 ⊂ U, then U is contained in Z(R). This extends the result of [4] for centralizing automorphisms to σ-prime rings. Our first aim in this paper is to give a fundamental lemma which shows that if U is a noncentral σ-Lie ideal of R and a, b in R such that aUb = σ(a)Ub = 0, then a = 0 or b = 0, Lemma 4. The application of this lemma enables us to improve the result of [8] by showing that the existence of u 0 in Sa σ (R) such that Ru 0 ⊂ U is not necessary, Theorem 1.
To end this paper, we present another field of application of Lemma 4 by studying the relationship between Jordan left derivations and left derivations on Lie ideals. A famous result due to Herstein [6] states that every Jordan derivation on a 2-torsion free prime ring is a derivation. Further, Awtar [1] generalized this result on square closed Lie ideals. In [7] Mohammad Ashraf and Nadeem -UR-Rehmman proved that if d is an additive mapping of a 2-torsion free prime ring R into itself satisfying d(u 2 ) = 2ud(u), for all u in a
Our main goal in Theorem 2 will be to extend this result to σ-prime rings.
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Preliminaries and notations
In the starting of this paper we should give some definitions and preliminary results to be used. Throughout, R will represent an associative ring with center Z(R). R is said to be 2-torsion free if whenever 2x = 0, with x ∈ R, then x = 0. As usual the commutator xy − yx will be denoted by [x, y] . We shall use basic commutator identities [
An involution σ of a ring R is an anti-automorphism of order 2 (i.e. σ is an additive mapping satisfying σ(xy) = σ(y)σ(x) and σ 2 (x) = x for all x, y ∈ R).
Given an involutorial ring (R, σ), we define Sa σ (R) := {r ∈ R/ σ(r) = ± r}.
Recall that R is σ-prime if aRb = aRσ(b) = 0 implies that a = 0 or b = 0. It is worthwhile to note that every prime ring having an involution σ is a σ-prime ring but the converse is in general not true (
follows that 2uv ∈ U. This remark will be freely used in the whole paper. A linear mapping T of a ring R into itself is called centralizing on a subset S of
) holds for all pairs x, y ∈ R. Clearly, every left derivation is a Jordan left derivation, but the converse need not be true in general.
3
Centralizing automorphisms on σ-square closed Lie ideals
Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2 and U a Lie ideal of R with
, Lemma 4) that if a, b ∈ R are such that aUb = 0, then either a = 0 or b = 0. This Lemma is the key of the intensive study of the relationship between several maps (especially derivations and automorphisms) and Lie ideals of prime rings. In particular, when this relationship involves the action of these maps on Lie ideals. Many of these results extend other ones proven previously just for the action of the maps on the whole ring. In this section, we are primarily interested in centralizing automorphisms on Lie ideals so that our first object will be the extension of Lemma 4 of [2] to σ-prime rings. This extension will also play an important role in the last section of the present paper. In what follows R will denote a σ-prime ring of characteristic not 2.
)Rd u (y) which proves d u = 0 in such a way that u ∈ Z(R). Consequently, U ∩ Sa σ (R) ⊂ Z(R). Let x ∈ U, as x + σ(x) and x − σ(x) are in U ∩ Sa σ (R), then x + σ(x) and x − σ(x) are in Z(R) so that 2x ∈ Z(R). Accordingly, x in Z(R) proving U ⊂ Z(R).
Lemma 3 Let 0 = U be a σ-Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free σ-prime ring R. Hence amσ(a)Rub = 0 for all m ∈ M. Since M is a σ-ideal we conclude that amσ(a)Rub = 0 = σ(amσ(a))Rub.
Since ub = 0, the σ-primeness of R yields amσ(a) = 0 thereby aMσ(a) = 0. Consequently, aMa = 0 = aMσ(a) and a = 0 by Lemma 1.
Lemma 5 Let U be a σ-square closed Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free σ-prime ring R having a nontrivial automorphism T centralizing on U and commuting with σ on U.
Proof. If U ⊂ Z(R), then x ∈ Z(R). Hence we can suppose that U ⊂ Z(R) and thus [U, U] = 0 from Lemma 2. Linearizing [u,
Linearizing this equality, we obtain
Let x in U ∩Sa σ (R) with T (x) = x. Replace y by 2xy and replace u by x in (1), using char(R) = 2, we obtain 0 = (
Since T (x) = x, Lemma 4 yields that [T (x), y] = 0 for all y in U.
, r] for all r ∈ R. Replacing r by ru, where u ∈ U, we find that
Since [U, U] = 0, the σ-primeness of R yields [T (x), r] = 0 so that T (x) ∈ Z(R).
Since T is an automorphism, it then follows that x ∈ Z(R).
Now we are ready to state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 1 Let R be a 2-torsion free σ-prime ring having an automorphism T = 1 centralizing on a σ-square closed Lie ideal U. If T commutes with σ on U, then U is contained in Z(R).
Lemma 7 ([7]
, Lemma 2.3) Let R be a 2-torsion free ring and let U be a square closed Lie ideal of R.
The fundamental result of this section states as follows:
Theorem 2 Let R be a 2-torsion free σ-prime ring and let U be a σ-square closed Lie ideal of R. If d : R −→ R is an additive mapping which satisfies
in such a way that 2d(uv) = 2(ud(v) + vd(u)) for all u, v ∈ U. As charR = 2, then d(uv) = ud(v) + vd(u). Hence we shall assume that [U, U] = 0. According to Lemma 6 (iv) we have
Replacing u by [u, w] in (4), where w ∈ U, and using Lemma 7 (i) we obtain Linearizing this relation in u, we obtain
Replacing v by [x, y] and using Lemma 7 (i), we conclude that Consequently, in both the cases we find that d(xy) = xd(y) + yd(x), for all x, y ∈ U ∩ Sa σ (R).
Now, let u, v ∈ U; if we set
then we have 2u = u 1 + u 2 and 2v = v 1 + v 2 . Since u 1 , u 2 , v 1 , v 2 ∈ U ∩ Sa σ (R), application of (6) yields
= 2ud(2v) + 2vd(2u).
As char(R) = 2, it then follows that d(uv) = ud(v) + vd(u), for all u, v ∈ U.
Corollary 1 Let R be a 2-torsion free σ-prime ring. Then every Jordan left derivation on R is a left derivation on R.
